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Introduction 
Web-based learning environments can be a resource for certification and re-
certification  of  competences.  We  have  studied  design  of  a  learning 
environment ‘skopvaktfunksjonen’ [scop watch]. To perform this work – scop 
watch  –  in  a  cardiac  unit  the  RNs  must  master  procedures  and  routines 
related to advanced technological equipment for monitoring a patient’s heart 
rhythm. This includes handling the equipment,  procedures and routines for 
monitoring,  variations  and  deviations,  early  interventions,  alarms,  code  for 
CPR, communicating with nurses in other units.  

Study focus  
The  web-based  learning  environment  was  designed  and  customized  by 
professional  development  nurses  and  piloted  by  10  nurses.  The  research 
questions  for  this  part  of  the  study  were:  What  are  informants’ expressed 
experiences about the web-based learning environment -skopvaktfunksjonen- 
and what  pedagogical strategies are found in the artefact?  
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Discussion and conclusion  
Simulating and practicing authentic tasks in a web-based learning environment 
was seen as useful  to  train  skills  and keep up important  routines for  early 
detection,  diagnosis  and treatment.  Emphasizing routines and skills  can be 
important to reduce variation and ensure more streamlined practice from an 
institutional perspective, and adds to the quality improvement efforts and the 
individual’s overall professional development.  
With the learning environment’s focus on rehearsal and repetition the users 
suggested that the current resource would be more valuable for introduction to 
the  work,  and  not  certification/re-certification  of  the  RNs  competencies 
following use of the web-based learning environment skopvaktfunksjonen.  

User experiences and perceptions 
An important design strategy for the learning environment was authenticity 
and model the work according to expected performance. Pictures from the 
unit, of the equipment, and building up sequences to interactivity demonstrate 
performance of the tasks. Some of the pilot users experiences are captured in 
quotes 

.. everyone receive the same instruction so everyone will do exactly the same. With 
individual instruction can leave out this and that, or run out of time .. but here, one is 
a hundred percent certain .. the person has received the  information about how 
things are done, this is correct. It’s a security. Quality assurance .. (#13).  
..  for  newcomers  this  must  be  extremely  useful,  because  it  is  so  visual.  You 
recognize when you are in the situation [everyday practice] ..it’s very basic (#11).  
.. some was rehearsal, but learned something new .. for example if we receive an 
ECG from the  ambulance we can forward it to Riksen [national hospital]. That is 
new. It is very well possible that I have heard it before, but I have forgotten (#14) 
.. should include more and maybe a higher level .. more about heart rhythms, recall 
of rhythms that is the most important aspect of our work.. Maybe something like ”if 
you do not recognize this rhythm, go to his page (#12). 

As an information- and knowledge resource the informants either emphasize 
everyday  practice  and  experience  as  the  most  important  guidance,  or 
emphasize  standardized descriptions  found in  PPS and/or  EQS,  or  in  the 
web-based learning environment.  


